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I. Introduction

This paper 01) attempt to give an account, in a case study format, of

'the position of English in Finland. The main emphasis.is on its position in

the educational systen of the country. Some notes are made concerning the *-

degree to which Finns are ex5osed to English outside of the educational

system. Similarly, vme aspects of the contacts between Finnish and English
.

ire briefly mentioned.

1The position of English in Finland cannot be properly understOod Witho'ut

a historical perspective. For this reaton, developments 'in language policy

are discussed in sorhe detail. The extent and nature of bilingualism in Finland

are described, with special enphasis given to thel position of the Swedish-
.

speaking minority in Finland.

The fact that neither of thet-two official languages of the country, Finnish ,

and Swedish, ca'n be used as a medium of wider intern'ational communication

(the use of Finnish is limited to national comunication and theuse of Swedish

to the Scandinavian context, and with serious intelligibility problens as far

as-Danish is concerned), has always created problens for the Finnish educational

systen. Several ,foreign languages must be (aught and they take a substantial

part of all class time. Since they are usually-also considered denanding and

difficugt subjects, it is not surprising that foreign langiages have always

2 been a topic of debate 'in Finland. One of the consequences of this is that

Finland has found it necessary in recent years to devote considerable attention

to matters of language teaching policy. Developnents in this area are also

_briefly discussed in this case study,"

'etf
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2. Issues and-Developnents, in Larguagefolicy

2

The issues and developnents related to language policyon Finland cannot
be understood without providing a historical background. This wil,l be briefly
sketched in this first chapter.

There have been several waves of migration to Finland going back to
4000 B.C. and even earlier according to archeological findings. -These

people probably spoke a Finno-Ugric language as did those people who. moved
from the Baltic around the beginning of the Christian era. *Swedish-speaking

people haveliyed on the western and southern coast permanently from about
1000 B.C. but there had been at least temporary, settlenents- hundreds of_years

-before. T y Catholic religion was spread from Sweden to Finland and by the
end of the 13th centUry Sweden had extended its rule to the eastern parts of
the country. The eastern parts qi_the country, Karelia, showed a much clearer
influence of Kiev and Novgorod and adopted the. eastern form of Christianity s

1

(Greek Orthodox). Due to the strong rol& of the German Hansa trade,. German

was frequently used, esrcially in the town of Viipuri, (Viborg) in Karelia .

and German was sometime' used in official documents submitted to the tourts 'Is
there. It 'was also us d there in some schools as the language of instruction.

The majority of thelpopulation spoke only Finnish, especiaKly iu all areas
off the coast. It has oeen estimated that there were about 70,060 Swedish- ,

speaking people living in Finland around 1600 (approximately 17.5% Of the entire
population).. The maximiim absolute number of Swedish-speaking Finnt was about

355,000 in 1940 (9.5%.)

Sweden, to about 300,00

denographic trends, see
areas in western and so

Bilingualism was qu
and artisans in coastal
texts. The growing dom

Sweden's becoming.a maj

This also brought along
need/for wr-itten docume
handled orally and then
tkealed in the school or

nd has slowly decreased,mainly due to migration to
. .

in 1980 (6.3%). (For more detailed information on
Table 3.) They have always lived in the coastal
thern Finland.
te frequent among clergymen, bfficers, business people
towns. Finnish was used occasionally in official con-
nance of Swedish can probably be attributed mostly to
r European power due to several mil'itary conquests.
intreased economic and cultural activity with more
tation. Earlier many official :transactions had been
Finnish coul,ci also beThsed. This developnent was

inance of 1649 which made Swedish Ahe language of
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instruction (in addition to Latin that hag earlier been used) but made no

04 -provision for Finnish. In the 1700's Swedish became the sol'e language of
instruction in secondary education.

Thu's the growing dominance of Swedish in Finland is largely thie to thei
process of modernization and bureaucratization of a growing political power./
More civil servants were needed to manage the growing written.records and many
came from Sweden. When Russia Occupied ,Finland at the begipning of the 18th

century, many civil servants fled to Sweden and grew accustomed to speaking only
Swedish. 'Many did notreturn when the hostilities were over and were replaced
byr civil servants born and raised in Sweden.

After some 700 years of Swedish rule, .Finland became part of the imperial
Russia in 1809 after Russia's victorious war against Sweden. While the war
was still goi g onl Czar Alexander I convened the diet in the spring of 1809
and,promised to old the current law, the ocial order ang special privileges.
In,his words. "Finland, was raised to the rank of a nation" (place desormais
au rang, des nations). The position of Finland as a Grand-Duchy was unique a

loose personal ,union with-the Czar, represented Of a Governor General, h its
own government (senate), its.old law and law counts, its 'own money central
bank, and its independent foreign trade. The exception to thi onomy was

foreign and military policy, Such a 'favorable treatnent had i rilrewards:
Finland-ren ined loyal .and calm during the Polish uprisings in 1830 and 1863
and during He Crimean War of 1853-1855. Numerous Finns obtained high ranks

in Russian c'vil service and army whereas Finnish ciiil service was not open
to Russians. ' Ru`ssian was first made compulsor7 in school's bui .became optional
in 186,2. The relatively independent status of Finland can be iillustrated
further by the fact that in the early 20&tientury several political figures,

4

including Lenin, took refuge to Finland to escape imprisorment.;
During -the first decades of the Russian regime cultural inftluences from

Europe gave birth to romantic nationalism.among the educated c1.sses in
Finland. This had been preceded by an attenpt, which had a para lel earlier
in Sweden,: to glorif,yi Finland's position as a nation. This movel nt, called
Fennóphileism; tried to show (eitg., Daniel Juslenius's "Aboa vet0 et nova"

t4,

(1700) - "Old and New Abo," capital of Finland) that Finns could *traced back
to Babel, and pow they were the descendants of Jappet, who mckler ill leadership
of Magog had settled Finland (Laitinen, 1981.). The later stage of'ihe national
romantic movement was strongly influenced by the German philosophers2tlerder

4

and Hegel. One.--o'i the most ardent "Fennomans" was Adolf Ivar Arwids4, wh
tk

o

crystallized the positio of the large Finnish-speaking majority in a ts11logan:

OUL 6
'!!"--
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"We are not S iqedes,, we do net want to become Russians, let us be Finns." The

most influential voiCe in the language' debate.wasothat of Johan Vilh.,elm1 Snellman

often called Ffnland's nattonal philosopher, Who studied in Getsmany and was
,

strongly influencfd by hegelpnisrtf. In a number ofbooks and articles Snellman

outlined his rati/onale for 4national awakening."

According ;to' Snellman, culture which is not 'national , cannot be'real ,

§eneral huma'n cu ture. It- remains extern al behavior., liice the conditioning of

a dog or an ape Such 'culture lacks independence.and all power to develop.

The culture of n ehtiee nation cannot be mere imitation, borrowed from other'

nations, but m st tnstead have its own form derived from its own national

spirit. But he tndependent culture of a nation must be expressed, tn its own

language. Language is such a product of culture that it expressep a nation's

pecuiiar 0/ay o,f'conceptualizing things and their causes, mentally portraying

and thinkinq'of sentory and extrasensory things. A nation c4n become aware

of itself and of its particular nature ohly through engaging in cultural pin.-
't

suits - including -scieine and literature - in its oWn language. In Snellman's

.words:

It may ba)thought:- a sound is merely a sound,alahguage is like
another language, .they only exprss the same thoughts in different
ways. But a human being does not only express his thoughts in words;
he btligy_es and feels, knows and -wills in his words; his thoughts,
hiwhole rational being Moves and lives,i'n language. How could the
spitit of a nation express itself in any,other language than its 'own?

In the 1860's the ord system of the four estates - the aristocracy, the

clery, the,burghers, and the peasants - was-replaced more and more clearly by

linistic representation-in the senate:- the Finnish party, the-Swedish party

- and the Liberals. Many Swedish-speaking people, who were in favor of developing

culture i\n the Finnish language, were against rapid changes, sfnce they

khought that' Swedish.culture was the main guarantee of the preservation of

western culture in Finland. Finnish was considered an undeveloped language,

which could not eakily be used to express cultured ideas and thoughts. 'There

were also some voices warning about the negative effects if the Finns "pr ne

to collectivismt, passivity, ahd- suggestion" were to dominate at the expen e of
,SwedishLspeaking people known for their "Germanic spirit of nation-bui

energy, and inanitness" (Allardt and Starck, 1981).,

The compl icated and prolonged cul tural struggl e, "the language feud.," ended

in victory for the Fennomans. This was concretized in the Language Edict of

'1863, isgued by Czar Aiender II in his, capacity as the Grand Duke of Finland,
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that instd.ed the Finnish language equal status with Swedish n official trans-
actions. A grace,. period ortwenty years was granted due to the defictent
knowledge of-Finnish by many civil, servants.: Dehlopnent in other areas was

474.

'also rap.V., Finnish became.an electiv,e school 'subject in secondary schools
in 1841, the first Finnish-speaking secondary school was founded in Jydskyl"4
in 1858, and the first trairiing school for Finnish-speaking primary school
teachers in the same town in 1a83.

The idyllic situation as the autonomous Grand Duchy ended towards the
end of the 19th century. 1n 1890 the postal systEm Of Finland was incorporated _

. with that of RusVa and the final blo,w came in February 1899 when the Czar'
declared in the so-called Manifesto of February that Finland's special privi-
leges were cancelled. The purpose was to make Finland a closer part of*Russia,
give Russian citizens the sanfe-rightt as Finnish citizens had (codifieein the
Equal Status Act of1-912). Russian was made the otatial language of the Senate,
government agencies, and in some schools, and the number of lessons, for the
teaching of Russian in schools was increased ,(1900). All these measures were

strongly resented and resisted, and the old loyalist attitudes turned to a
spirit of opposition and created a slowly growing movestent that stressed the
needkfor national independence.

The link with Russia was severed in 1917, when the new Soviset regime acknow-
ledged Finland's declaration,Of independence. ThiS-happened after a period of
armed conflict, which is variably called the war 'of national liberation or the
civil War depenfling on what aspect is Emphasized.

,
In the new republiethe positions of Finnish and Sciedish differed greatly

'from the situation in the previous century. The language 5iclict of 1902 had

already laid down that in monoilingual communities the local language was to
be used in official contexts, in bilingual communities the language of the -
majority was to in Used, and all citizens had the right to handle their cases
in court in their mother tongue.. Since 1902, which finally secured the rights
of the Finnisfi-speaking iffajority, th'e majoi" issue in language policy has been
hot4 to mairttain Swedish jas a national and functional language in Finland.

The Constitution (1919) guarantees that Finnish and Swedish are the national
languages of the republic., Each'citizen has the right to use his or her
mother tongue in all official contexts.in matters that contern him or -her. Such

rights,,and the material and cultural needs Of both language groups, are to be
satisfied on equal basis,. The linguistic:status of each local unit of self-
government is`determined by tifeLanguage'Act of'1922, amended in 1975 in the

C.
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inte4-est.of the Swedish-spAking minority: 'Die ,c
,

z ,

minOrity am unts the'total iSooulatto-n or
-The status of ea h comMunity is assessed 'everj; te
'cnsus. A iTi nity c'annot be declared monoting a

p'ped helow.6%, and' the Governmeninority has ar
.jon for ten y

-"; the- language

Tinguistie
fsThnds was

decision of-
high. degre

gUarantees.

_

unity'is ,bilingual if the
s. at least 3000 people; '-
years, atter the national

1 unlets" the, 'share -Of, the

can g'rant, special dispensa-
ars even, if that figure is not ached. uch'regulations make
l'iEy of Finland comparatively s eaking one wherethe.rights of

inority}are very effectively pro kted. The 1:frov'ince of 'Aland

d it was demilitarized by the
4,

e population was guaranteed a-'
wedis(h- was ,given strong unilingual

ecognized to belong to F4nland a
the Leagucr of Nations (1421);
qf ahtanomy and the position 'of

TheA. pps (Semis), the autochthonous po ulation of the northern part of the
whole ,of /Scandinavia; speak a language whi h is related to Finno-Ugric fanguage

-
The 'Semi larigu,age and Finnish\are, however, mutually unintelligible. Semi

people liye in-Norway, 130,000), Sweden (1 op), Finland (5,000) and the. Soviet
Union-C.2,000. 'The language rights of th Semi people are not officially
recognized although some arrangements ha e been made quite recently to have
Pfistruction in their own language.and ma e Simi a school subject as well. T i
has l',,een facilitated.by the fact that t e Semis have 'been abie to agree on a
common orthography.

Although there is only an official recommendtion,that Semi pukils in

Finland ought to be instructed in thei -mother tOngue as far as possible,
most schools In the Simi area have ar anged teaching-in Sami-duri4 the nine-
year period of compulsory education. Semi-, is aTso taughinthesenior high
school and it was included in the ex ernal Matrieulation Examination for the
first time in 1980. The Scandinavi n Semi Conference is working' consistently
to go beyond su`ch "voluntary" recognitibriof the language rights of Semis and
make the Semi language a statutory offycial ianguage (National Bodrd of General
Education, 1981).

s.

,
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3. Bilingualism in Finland
1

In this chapter-the emphasis. will, be on. the Swtdish-speaking Finns. There

are two main reasons for this appftich: they are inuch'more commonly bilingual

than areFinnish speakers, and, there exists a substantial body of research

3.1. Emergence of Self-classifted Languag8 di.oups
b

Language groups were created as social units by the natiánal aigakening in
the 180a's. Conditions for cfassifying the Swedish-speakers *as a group were
createcrbY the eTergence of rennomans (advocates of the Finnish-speaking v'
culture) and Svecomans (advocktes of the SwedisFi-speaking cultur?)). Before

that the links between the different Swedish-speaking brovinces had not been
especially close and there had been no crystalltzed sense pf .identity. The

Swedish, Folk Party, officially established in 1906, successfully combined
the interests qf the tyro dioitinct elemenfs of the Swedish-speaking population:
the urban "cultured" groups and the rural groups. The importance of the mon-,
lingually Swedish rural areas with trieir own popular culture was stressed.
Even a Azabl wart of the Swedish-speaking workers have traditionally voted
for the clearly ,predominantly middle-class, afid to a lesser extent upper-Crass,
Swedish Folk Party. The St4edish-speaking population has clearly become 'more

middlre-class since the beginning'of the priesent century, measured in terms of
their occupational position. The small upper class in Finland still has
distinctly more Swedtsh.speakers than Finnish-speaKers.

The second stage of the language feud in the 1920Js and 1930 s, during-
_ which the- neW "Fennomans" used the slogan "make Finland Finnish" and advocated

delegating Swedish to local use, helped to cement the philosphy of "one nation
-with two nationalities" and "patriotism 'and Swedish identity" among 'the Swedish-.

)
speaking population f Finland. The Swedish-speakirig population in Finland ,is
by international standards generally judgki to be unusually strongly anchored
to its native country.. Sweden is a netghbor but Finland is the -home. Finland

is their native cosuntrgy and Swedish is their natiive-language. 'This is manifested

in' the current usage: in both SWedish and Finnish, they are referred to
literally as "Finland-Swedes" (finlandsvenskar, suomenruotsalaisethr perhaps
in better Englith "Swedish-Finns". In Swed4Ithere ivalso a term "finlUndare"
used to refer to a citizen of Finland whe*n rrdistinction is being made with

only on the former group.

,regard ti his or her mother -topgue: Thus the Swedish language in particular has

1

.



come to pos4ess a terminolOgy which makes it possible to make subtle sociol
linguistic references, Which are not easy to render in English.

Language usage, thus, is arrithportant indicator of how linguistie groulA
classify themselves and how they perceive their identity. T'he Constitution
(1919) of Finland calls :Finnish and Swedish the "natiohal languages" of the
republic-and refers to the two language grobps as "populations".. ,Between
the twb world wars-, the.SWedish-speaking population was usually referred toas
"nationality".. The-term "minority" entered the comon usage in the literature
of the 1970's. The term "nationality" is seldom used "In these days. In

.e

practice, as, Allardt and Starck (1981) ,note, thepositio?f Swedish in
Finland has changed more and more clearly towards that of a minority language..

. This is-reflected ins'\the, fact that while.most Swedish--speakers' are now bilingual ,,

only a small part of Finnish-speakers are fluent-in Swedish.- Thus, Allardt
sand Sterck conclude that the term "minority" appears to Ile both appropriate
and useful in describing Finlid-Swedes. This view shared by Reuter (1981).

.4

3.2. Quantitative Trends in Bilingualism.

In 1980 there were 399 unilingually Finnish adriiinistrativ.e d stricts of
local government, 17 bilingual districts mith Finnish majority, 2 bilingual
districts with Swedish majority and 26 unilingually Swedish districts, 16 of

0
which are on the autonomous and constitutionally unilingual Aland 1s-ran's.
Bilingualism has become more and more an urbanized phenomenon since the beginning,.
of this century. The majority of the urban Swedish-speakers in ki\nlnd now
live in bilingual districts (mostly towns and

Heltsinki offers an interesting'sase. Since the middle 1800's, bilingua ism
was more common among ttlie working people: it was characteristic of popular
culture, shown in the borrowing of Words and phrases in.Helsinki slang. Since

about the 1950's the Swedish-speaking intelligentsia has alió become more
clearly oriented towards bilingualism.

..0`

, In 1950, 83% of 'Swedish-speakers in Helsinki reported that they were
bilingUal while the corresponding figure for Finpish-speakers. was 33%. Since

thaf time the extent of bilingualism is assumed to have increased among the
former hut decreased distinctly among the latter. In 1950, about 46% of
Swedish-speakers in the whole country reported thenselves to be bilingUals,
Ithile only about 8% of Finnish-speakers did the same (Table 5).

°
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3.3. Sociological. Patterns ofBilingualoigm in Finland
o

3.3.1. Education

9

Fi)nland-Swedes ar,.,e among the few European minorities that have always been
able to have their education-in peir own lianguage from kindergarten- to the
dotorat,e.A1lardt and Startk, 198I: p., Primary schools 'were establ i shed
relatively early in the Swedish-speaking regions and helped to standardize
language usage and to promote communication between dialects.- In many ways*,
the schools have become the institutio.ns that are the most genuinely "Sigedish"..

.forIthe majority of Finland-Swedes. Allardt and Starck suggest that 'the choice
of the school, which also Means the choice of the languagp of instruction, A.

finally has a deci-sive influence on whether the children of linguis,tically
mixed marriages develop a prOominatly Finnish or Swedish identity.0 Thils it ,

is not surprising that* in spite of the fact that 91% of monolingually Swedish '
families put their thildrvn in Swedish,speaking schools, it is a matter of
concern for the ininority in,Helsinki that 52% of bilingual famil-ies have
chbsen Finnish-medium school s-,(Table

3.3.2. Marriage and Home Language

Unlike the gypsy Minority, the Swedish-speaking population does not have
any strict socialnorms concerning.nT:riage. oithereas endogamy is the rule

among the Finnish gypities,,moSt Swedish-speakers in Helsinki marry,across the
languageline. This is somewhat more common among Swedish-speakimg men than
women (see Table*6). This may be explaiked partlyAzy the fact that,Swedish-

,

speakel-s on the average pave had and still continue to halie a slightly. higher -
social position. Since traditionally the social status of the family has
been determined by the husband's occupation and social,position, a Swedish-
speaking man can marry more easily a Finnish-speaking-'wolnan without jeopardizing
his social position. This social explanation is also reinforced,b'y the fact

, that, since wanen assume their husbands' names after marriage, onl(y Finnish-
speaking women - not men - have been able to get a potentially prestigiouP.
family name by marriage. In spite Of the fact thatqinguittically mixed mar ageg

are comon, Swedish-speaking people followed the endogamous. pattern six times
rndre often than could be expected if marriages were sto t-ollow statistical
chance pattertv (Table7). Linguistic. endogamy has traditionally been more
column among higher social groups'.

1 2
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, 10

Sincd linguistical* mixed marriagewre so common among the Swedit1/4h-

'speaking population, the question of the home language and the choice of the
sehool become very important probl EMS. As Table 8 shows, 90% of monolingually
Swedish families use only Swedish. Almost half of linguistically Mixed
'marriages (464%) use only Finnish. This contrasts dramatically,with the
prOportion of those mixed families"Which use only Swedish (12%). Pre agproxi-'
mate- proportions are 65 vs 35 in -favor of Finnish in bilingual families. It

-is- evident th t the family's social position has a clear impacton the choice ,

of the home 1 guage in addition to the general language environment. When-

the wife of the bilingual family.had graduated from th4 senior high schoql,
47% of children were registered as Swedish-speaking in 1970. This compares
with,22% when the wife hadonly attended the calipulsory school. Linguistically
mixed marriages are more:contnon among lower social groups \and most of the
children of such Widnes become Rnish-speakers (Allardt and Starck, 198f,.
p. 268).

e*L4%0°3.3.3. Social Institutions and Patterns of Social Interaction
.

As it will have appeared from the above discussion, the maintenance of the\
Swedish language has been suppprted by a, whole network of institutional arrange-
ments. The official statuS of the lainguage is guar-anteed in the Constirtutitan.
There is a full-fledged tiucdtional 'ystem from kindergarten to university. , 4

"'fere are both electronic ahd traditional mass-media available as well as
publishing companies. There arealso-a host ol voluRtary associations rang,ing-
from a political party representing the intereats-of the minOrity -to various
kinds of social and, cultural organizationsi Contacts with such institutions
support the attitude that it is worth gorkTng for the preservation of the
language. Allardihand.Starck suggest that the facts concerning the position
of Finland-SwedesTend support to the theory that social organization is an

essential part of the existence of minorities. tIt is possibl e, as Al lardt and Starck' point out,' that the -fact that there
exists such a network of social institutions in Swedish' has made it possible
for the Swedish-speaking minority tojiave such close contactswith the Finnish-
speaking majority. Thus the Swe. sh-speaking group in flAsinki is a remarkably
open, not closed, minority, (seei_ 'des 10 and 11). The ame is true to a some-
what lesser degree of other Swedish-speaking regions. The fact that their lan-
guage i5 officially recognized, thaf th4y can have education in their own language,
can fulfill their social needs by means of a network of -Social institutions

fa.

and thus have a fair chance of developing a clear social identity, combined

13
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with the se1f-ev4nt gains of being able to use the language of the majority

create favorable conditions for voluntary bilingualism, as opposed to bilin-
.-

guajism imposed upon the minority to escape discriminatory treatment. Thus,

for the majority of RieriTand-$wedes fluent bilingualism is becoming a natcral

way of life. For the younger generation this creates no problems. Some of,the

older generation may fear that that is a stepping-stone towards continued

erosionf the vitality of Swedish in Finland (Reuter, 1981).

Finland-Swedes present an interesting case of a linguistic minority.

, Statistics 'and a number of studies in the domains of history, sociology,

linguistics, political history, literatuFe, etc..; make Finland-Swedes an

exceptionally well documented minority. Research in their conditions is also,

well institutionalizect_ so it can be expected that Finland-Swedes will.continue.

rio provide interesting data to ihe study of, linguistic minorities and bilin-

ezu

.=
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4. Language-Teaching Policy in Finland

4.1. Quantitative Trends in the Study of Various Languages

As the timetables in Table 1 indicate, the other national language (in

the case of Finnish-speaking students, Swedish),,German and Russian were taught

as "long language courses" (i.e., starting in the early grades of the lower

secondary school) during the 19th centur;. English was first offered in 1883

in the non-classical gymnasium as a "short language course" (i.e., starting

during the first grade of the upper secondary school). In 1914 English could

be studied as an optional subject from the third grade of the lower secondary .

school. The number of weekly lessons was the lowest possible, one lesson a

week. In 1918 English became a regular subject in the girls' secondary school

and it could be studied as an Alternative to French from grade 4 onwards.

English entered the boys' seconaary schools and the coeducational secondary

schools (which was the dominant school type) in 1941. From that time onwards,

the official terminology reerred to Swedish as ihe "other national language"

andto all other modern languages as the "first modern language", the "second

modern language", and the "third modern language".

It taok about 20 years for English to surpass German'after it became

officially recognized as one of the regular modern languages in 1941. Many

small schools, and most schools in.Finland have always been and continue to

besmall, could not offer a choice. Thus still in the 1950's English was not

offered in many schools, and the choice of a school often meant alsa a choice

of one's.first modern language. In those schools, mainly bigger schools in

town, where a choice was available; Engli.sh soon became so popular that princi-

pals more or less had to pressure some students to "choose" German. 'Around

1960 English surpassed German as Table 12 indicates. When the lower secondary

school was phased out in the 1970's and merged with the primary school to form

the new comprehensiye school, the percentage of Endith being studied as the

first language was over 90%. This trend is also fllicStrated by statistics

about the external Matriculation Examination (Table 15).

Foreign language teaching started spreading to the primary schools in the

mid 1960's, when a syllabus became available and directives concerning class

size, grading, teacher qualifications, etc., were .fssued. Although the arrange-

ment of foreign language teaching was not made obligatory, in three years prac-

tically all communities had started to provide such instruction. At first,

Swedish was the most frequently studied language (in 1963-1964, 63%) but in.a

15
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few years Ebglish obtained a dominant position (in 1967-1968, 74%). When the

primary school and the lower secondary school were merged (to. form a new com-

prehensive school, which was gradually 1.ntroduced into the whole country by

the end of the 1910's, English had ol?taineN decisiiely dominant popition

as the first foreign language (see Table- 16).

Although- several languages can be studied as the first language and although

it is *officially stated that only the other national language is a compusory

subject for all -students in the compusory school, English in practice has become

the clearly dominant first foreign language among Finnish-speaking students.

SWedish then, because of the above-mentioned statutory requirement, is equally

clearly the dominant Second language. German is the dominant third language,

with French and Russian far behind. This means that Russian .end French, then,

are most frequently studied in_the upper secondary school as an elective fourth

language by those students who specialize isn learning foreign languages and

spend close to 45% of all class time on studying languages.

4.2. Developments in Language Teaching Policy

Foreign, language teaching has been the subject of continuous discussion

from the beginning of the establishment of modern secondary schools. One of

, the pioneers of Finnish, J. V. Snellman, complained in 1855 about the "heavy

foreign language program" and about the poor standards achieved. Similarly,

the proponents of mother tongue teaching have for a long time deplored the

status of their subject and asserted that Finland is "the country with the

fewest lessons for mother tongue teaching in the world." Many, if not.most,

other subject associations are making.similar claims and denanding more time

on the timetable.

The growing dom4nation of English did not pass without notice. Concern

about the fate of other foreign languages led to the setting up of a national

commission, wMch was to make a survey of the extent of the teaching of "less

frequently studied foreign languages" in Finland and to make recommendations

about improving the Situation, especially concerning the teaching of Russian.

The Commission submitted its report to the Ministry of Education in 1972. It

recommended that French, German, and Russcan should be studied as the first

foreign language in larger cities, which were specifically singled out. It

also recommended setting up several new foreign-language schools, where the

instruction is totally or partially in a foreign language. Same other similar

suggestions were put forward.- Many of its suggestions led to concrete improve-
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ments, e.g., state support for the preparation of new t9ching materials for
the teachfng of rRussian,, Latin and_Lappish (SSW.
' Foreign languages and mathematfcs have always had the reputation of being
difficult subjects. They were the main reason for the fact that about 8%
of all students in the seCOndary school repeated a grade each:year in the 1960's
and close to 20% of all sjildents had to do make-up Work in the summer and pass

C,

a test in order to be promoted to the next grade. About 15% of students'
usually failed in tile Matriculation Examination "during the first try. Thus,

foreign languages have always been a matter of concern for students, teachers
and educational authorities.

The reputation of foreign languages being difficult subjects was definitely
one of the main reasons why the proponents of the comprehensive school advocated
the policy of only one compulsory modemQ1a2-9g age. This posed the great probleni:

_

which language would that be. :English was clearly betoming more and'more
popular so, as far as Finnish-speaking studehts were concerned, the position
of Swedish was clearl.y threatened. The matter was argued fiercely'fo; quite.a
while, but no agreemen't was reached. _.;The compromise was reached when there

was a cabinet cgsis and the Swedish Falk Party held the-balancing wheel.
Making Sweciish (r more generally speaticing, theotpier national language)
obligatory was the Party's precondition for joinik.the coalition goverment.

T

Thus the political situation in the .country played a decisive role in that
important decision of language policy. Subse ent debates about streaming
kept fOreign latnguage teaching in the cMprehens-hie school( much in the

.fforefront of educational politics. There were al sO debat t whether
students ought to 'lave a second foreign language in the new upper secondary
school, which needed reorganization in order to ensure, articulatio between

it and thespreceding comprehensive school. There were'also plans underway
concer ng changes in the teaching of foreign langdages in the vocational

.o

school and the university. The situatiokyas very fluid. 6 1

It-was finally recognized that something neeclecito be done to provtcle a
firmer basis for decisions concerning the_teacIttng of f<reign languages'at

1)..

all levels of educttion. As is customary in Finland, a national commission was
set up at the ind of 1976 to prepare a proposal for arranging p he teaching of
foreign languages. The present writer was one of the secretadies of the com-

.
mission, which was officially called "Copmittee on LangUabe Teaching Policy."
Its unanimous report was subnitted to tAe Ministry of Education in early 1979.

7
i .. .

. .. ..- .
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The Committee made a thorough statistical survey of trends in the teaching

of foreign languages. In order to assess the'need of different languages the

Committee reviewed all needs assessment studies carried but in FinLind and
%

major studies A' seveal other countries. It also reviewed the use of dif-

cj
,ferent lanbuages in international organizations and Finland's economic and

-

cultural ties with other countries. On the basis of these surveys and taking

into account the overall educational and cultural policy of the nation, the

Committee made a proposal for a long-term language teachirkpolicy in Finland'

and defined the criteria that any such policy ought to fulfill.

The Committee recommended that all Finnish citizens, irrespective of their

mother tongue, should in the future havO*Nite*howledg'e of the other national
4

language and one foreign language. Those who have chosen other than English

as their first foreign language should always have some knowledge of English

also. Thus English would be studied by all students. 'the Committee 'suggested ,

that about 30% of the population should also have knowledge of German and the

same proportion
4would know Russian. French ought to be known by about 15%

to 20% of the populatio,h. The nuMber of languages would vary as well as the

level'of knowledge (see Figure 1). On the average each person would know

2.5 languages. This average would be reached so that everybody would have

studiEd at least two languages,butome students would have studied up to four.

languages.

The Committee stated that its quantitative and qualitative targets would

best be achieved by iricreasing the nOmber of pupils wto study languailes other .

than English as their first language. From the Finnish-speaking stud.-ents,

70% would read English as their first language, about 15% Swedish; about 5%

to 7% German, about 5% to 7% Russian, and 2% to 3% French. This would mean

that from an average age group of some 60,000 students, about 42,000 wOuld

read English and 18,000 students 'some other language (instead Of some 55,800

and 4,200, respectively, at the present time). In order to achieve such a

bettei. balance, the Committee proposed that the number of languages offered

as the first langua0 ought'to be geared to the size of the community. Com-

munities with a p6Ulation of 100,000 or more should offer five languages,

those with a population of at least 50,000 should offer_four languages and

communities with a population of at least 20,000 should offer a-choice of

threelanguages.

Thus it is obvious that the recommendations of the Finnis committee are
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Swedish about

10:15-% very good

50 % good

25 %. satisfactory

10-15 % passable

0;ertan.about 30 %

-
',2444tr

4.

Finnish about 1004
2)

9

15-25% very good

50 % good

25 % satisfactory

5-10 % passable

Russian about 30 %.
4.(

f 5-10 % very good 5 % 'very:good

5 % good 5 % good

10 % satisfactory 10 % satisfactory

5-10 % passable ,10 % passable

-

English about 100 %

15-20 % very good'i

50 % good

25 % satisfactory

5-10 % passable

French about 15-20

2-3 % very-gOod

5 1. goo"

3-5 % satisfactory

5 % passable

,

-

1) The target percentages for Swedish concern.the Finnish speaking,populatiod

.2) The target Percentages for Finnish-refer to the SWedish speakingApon

EZ3 = very good knowledge

= good knowledge.
itM - satisfactory knowledge,

= passable knowledge

r--, = no knOwledge:

4 8

FIGURE 1. Quanitative and Qualitative Targets Yor

in Finland According to the Committee for

(Kieliohjefinakomitean mietina, 1979).

Foreign Language Teaching

Language Teaching Policy.
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cl early more detail ed and specific than those of the President 's Commission
in the United States: In spite of its efforts t6 find out if similar work A

had been carried out or was being carried out in other countries, the Finnish
Comittee was not aware of the existence of the President's. Commission -
another example of the quality of informatibm exchange, in the world,

5. Some Aspects of English in Finland

5.1. English in'the Educational Systen
-

English has now become the dominant language in the Finnish school systen,
in facet, so much so that, as mentioned before, a 'national commis was set

up in the mid-1970's to make a proposal for safegUarding the lt rning of some

other important languages of- wider communication. Almosit all 'tudents win
study at least eipt years of English and those'who go to the university will -
have had ten years of English. A substantial part of the textbooks used at
more advanced lakes in the un'Nersity is. wrttten in'Enlgish, Thus, Englist

/has acquired a strong position in Finlandrs educational systen.
One way of cofceptualizing the position of EngLish in the Ftnnish school

systen is to see,how much time students learning it. Since more than

907 of Finnish-speaking studats read En l'ish as their first foreign language,
we will assume for the sake of simplicity that there is only one systen oper--
atipg. English i3/4 then,, studied for seven years in'the comprehensive school
(starting in grade 3 at the age of 9), typically two lessons a week, which
amounts to a total of some .600 lessons or some 450 clock hours. This is 7.1
of all class time available in the Fomprehensive school. A 041 of 11.7% of
all class time.is spent on learningforeign languages in the coraprehensive
school. By th -end of the upper secondary school students kwe had a total o
about 850 les ons or 'some 635 clock hours of English. This is 7.0% of all
class time. The fact that students study two or more other foreign languages r
in addition to English means that 15% of all class time has been spent studying
foreign languages when the students graduate from the upper secondary setool.

c'The study of foreign languages is back-loaded so that during the first,pour
years when foreign languages are ttudied the proportion is 7.8%. During the:.
fifth through seventh yeareforeign languages take 16% to 20% of all 'class
time, and during the eighth through tenth years the proportion is 30% to 45%
of all class time depending oh whether the students choose to study an optional
foreign language or not. The proportion of' English throughout this ten year
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period is 7.8%, 8.8%, and,8.0%,rwectively.- Thus, with the exception of the
first two years of school ing, when\ no foreign languages are studied,. the

4Finnish-speaking student spends about 8% of all class time studyjng English;
which is alnpst half of the total time, allocated to the study of all foreign
languages.

How does the study of English in Finland compare with other Countries?.
This is not easy to answer eoctly. On the .basis of the Council of Europe
sullbey around 1970 and the 1EA internationtl study of the teaching of English
in ten countries, it can be said that,in Finland,the share (if the first foreign
language (mainly English) out of all cal ss tinie is beloaverage. On the other
hand, since all Finnish students stu,dy two languages and about 50% study three

.
languages, the proportion of all class time devoted to the study of all for*eign
lan°§uages is amon the highest in the world-. Of 'European Countries, probabli
only Luxenbolirg all cates more time to fo4ign languages than Finland.

Foreign langu ges have traditionally bgen taught in somelines in the
vocational _schools (e.g., business schools, hotel and catering) but this has
nbt been uniform. AccorCiih§ to:the n systen all student.s Zontinue studying'

_

the o t er national language and at least' One foreign language invall lines.
. - .

In inland, the knowledge
,
of foreign, language it Increasingly being recognized

as an important part of occu:Pational cdm.petence. .

"The recent deg ee reform in higher education also meant, among other hangei,

that foreign langua es will (.he continued at.u0Versities and students Ihil
have to pass an ex mina on in one or two Janguages. All -univeuities have

.... lz.

recently established Ltnguage Centers to inwlenent thts new systen.
..

,. ,.
. The language in which doctoral dissertations are written is one way of
estimating the position of different languages in a country. A small-scale
surve; carried out by the author in some faculties in'different Finnish uni-
versities-showed.that, since its establistinent in the 1960's,- ol the 52 Ph.D.
theses accepted by the Faculty of Mathenatics and Natural Sciences of the
University of Jyaskyra, 82.7% have been written in English, 15.4% in 'German,

. -

and 1%9% in Finnis.h. Of the 342 dissertations approved by the Faculty of
Medicine of ttie University of Turku since 1947, 84.8% have, been written in,
EnOish, 12:0% in Fin6ish, end 3.2% in German.. Most of the dissgrtaticins in

i
..

-the 'Faculty of Physical Education (University of Jyaskyra) .have also been
,

published in English (about 67%). In areaS which are more nationally oriented
(Finnish history, education, Finnish literature, ,4tc.), most of _the dissertations'

7
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are written in Finnish. Of-the dissertatiops approved,by the Faculty of_ the
Humanities of the Universitr of J344skyl, 48.5% have been written in Finnish,

.24.2% in German, 12.1%-in Engljsh, 9.1% in-French, and 6.1% jn Swedish. The

dissertatioiisiwrittpn in Finnish were mainly about Finnish history and literature
and the rest dealt with some linguistic topiCs, related to the respective
languages. By way of Teneralization we can State that in "hard sciejices"

. most of the docpral dissertationsJin Finland are now publi.shed in English:
4

In humeNties-and behavioral sciences-English is also becoming more and more
__frequently used but Finnish is mostly,used in areas which deal specifically

with Finnish culture.
.

444*

49 ,.

How well do %tudents learn English' in the Finnish schools? The 1E4 inter-.,
national sp.idy (Lewis and Massad, 1975; Takala and Saari,.1979; Saari andit , .

Takala,k 1980) show,that if we consider,only-thebstudents in* rower secondary
.

school , ahd exclude the students in the tivic sohool; the achievenentl'of

I
Finnish students was about ajterage in reading, and listening comprehensiOn,And.

1'4tabove average in speaking and..writing. If .the civic school-students are
included (although English was a new su ject with no Araditions and was not- .

studied with the same seriousness), the verage ac.hievenent of the Finnish

5 2. Levels of Achievement, in English in Finland
I /

14-year-olds is much' below average. The performance of FinniSh 18-year-old's

(preuniversity students) was aboye average: out of ten 'countries-, their rank
was first in grpmar, second in.wrAting tnd listening comprehension, third in
ipeakin? and .fourth in reiding Compi-ehension.

The above description indicates relative performa4e. 'does not say very
much ab&rt*What stud nts can do in English. That is a corni problen in all
testing and meas ent. It is easy to/Obtain scores but much mor difficult
to say what the s res mean in terms of ability to function in th law ge.

This unsatisfa-ctorAstate of affairs was oneareason why the presen autho

decided in 1975 to iry to get more accurate and informative data ut st dents'
knowledge of English. Sinee it is difficult to obtain such "absOlute" in ormo-),
tion, it was derided that it would be advisable.to start with something ich(
is possible to define relatively accurately: vocabulary. Preliminary" nalyses,
ii0iicate that comprehensive school stuOnis in the lowest-set (about 22% of
all students) had an average ac ive English vocabulary of about 300 active
words (after 8.5 years and-after s 600 lessons.or 450 hours); students in

4I.._4
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the intermediate set (some 42% of-students) had an average vocabulary size of
some 800 active words, and students in highest set (about 36% of all
students) knew about 1450 words actively. It is.still problenatic what studentsf,
canido in Enlgish with such a vocabulary size, but at least the information is
generalizable to the whole sthool systen and it is specific. If suchpinforma-
tian were available trom other countries as well, it would be much easier to
compare relatflie achievenent in' E.01-4'sk.

5.3. Exposure-to English in Out-of-school Contexts

The greOest exposure to English in Fi land is through the television,
which started spreading in the early 19 substantial part of all films
and TV serials are either British or American. With the exceptiOn of sdme-
program; meant for children and some docunientaries., which use a narrator,
dubbing is not used. The original soundtrack is preserved Rand sub-titles are
u_se'd to translate what is said. thus .elery Finn is daily exposed to hearing
English on the television. Many of the TV chytacthrs are as well known in
Finland a,s in the.United States or Britain', .This Pis something quite unprece-
dented and its sociological, at w0 as linguistic, impact deserves to be
studied in detail

Another source

music among he

to the ext
in n -and theft own lyrics in English.)1 Again, this is,a relatively

of eXposure to'English it_through music,'especially pop
y uth. 'It is a4ost totally dominated by Anglo-Saxon models

t at most pop music groups have English nabes and sing mostly

new developnent and its long-term impact should be of interest to sociologists
and 1 inguiststal ike.

5.4. English in Contact with Finnish r
.English is currently having the greastest impact on Finnish. Earlier

Geiman, Swedish and to a lesser extent Russian gave several loan words to
1Vv,nnish. Many of then have become so totally incorporated into the language

that only a linguist knows that they are loan words. This is not true of
English,- which has started to make .a definite impact only after World War II
and more intensively in 'the 1960's. , r

- One of the greatest sources of English influence on Finni# (so..fcalled
'Anglicisms) is the mass media. A substantial proportion,of international
news is translated from English in a hurry and, becaute the,latiguages differ
markedly in their grammatical structure, English syntax is often imposed, on

a
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the Ei-nnish sentence structure. The translators who make the Finnish sub- itles
o the predominantly kiericap and British films andisertaks shown on the two -

nation-wide TV channels are eVen harder pressed', when they lire to compress the
speech considerably. In spite of their considerable skill it is easy to

. -, /
. pinpoint several Anglicisms in every program;

No area-is so clearly dominated byAnglo-American influence as the pop
culture of the youth. The use of Anglicisms in lie pop magazinet for -the
youth is the' rule rather than n exception. Sajavaara and Lehtonen (1981)

sta/ie that some of the Anglicisms have entered the language with new Concepts \
but' m st of them are used as-a styl'istical device to signal a certafn register.

4
Mist f the pop music gro.ups'sing most of the time in \English arid to' a lesser
extent in 'Finnish. Al:10A and Starck (1981) note that Swedish-speaking bands

?..practically never perform in their mother tongue and wonder what effects will
be seen in the near future when popular culture is not practiced or'experienced
in one's own language. -The Swedjsh-speaking youth thus 'have to follov Finnish
models or Swedish models from Sweden or the international Anglo-Saxob,models

_

when they-witti to'express themselves in the area of popular culture.
..

By the same token, as English is making_ itself clearry felt in the
4(

syntax
.

)
and vocabulary of Finnish mass media, Finnish makes itself felt in thd English
used by rintA. English is..not normally used for colimunication within the

_

country although it"is likely that in the near future most Finnish-speakers
wouldipfer to use English in active §,oandinavian contacts rather' than Swedish.
No systematic studies have been made to date, so only some points of an 'anec-

21

dotal __nature Can be made.

One of the greatest diffi&lties Finns have with English pronunciation
concerns stress and intonatio?,. Finnish does not have a rising intonation
pattern.. The main str ss is Amost always on the first syllable: When the

sound patterns of the 1wolangtages are aTho. quite different, it is'not easy
to /earn the English pro-sody and the flow of speech. Since Finnish' pronunciation

follows quite closely the.Spelling, it is also diffi&lt to overcode the
influence of writing and use weak forms and unstressed syllables.

Finnish -gammatical pa,tkerns also deviate from English on many points and

cause interference. The following are typical examples, taken by the present
author from student compositions (but they are typical of oral Finnish-English
ar\well):

x

1

6



I saw them in tile street but they spoke not to me.'

Where put you my new thoes?

Anyone hasn't seen it. . A

I like very much ice cream.. (word order)
a.

Fathe. likes jazz but no rock'n roll.

Another typical pattern of interference is prepositions. Finns often say,

22
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following the Ftnnish patterns, e.g.:

I readitcfrom yesterday's newspaper.
a

1

He turned to red:

Will you wait me?

Open the book from page 11.
A -

It tastes from bitter.

, He didn't' answer to the question.

That new coat suits to you very well.

I don't believe to it-. .4

She smiled to me.

That made me to very angry6

I'll arrive to London at 9.

A

fi



a 46.) Conclusion .. ....

FinlAnd Offers an interesting case study o'f a nation ,tryitig to, come to
gri s with The realiVes of latigUage needs both.w-ithin the nation itse)f and
in c ntacts with the rest of the world,. Being a small and culturally quite°

. . ,

a homogeneous country, in -spite of its two officially,recognized languages.
and its officially not recognized Sabi l'anguage minority, Finland has pled- to-..

respond to its language needs by systenatfc Planning. Being also a" centralized
. .

6ounfliy,'with a national policy in many areas of cuAure, the chances-of imple.=., , k,
i

menting -sys.teematic plans are b thrithan iNlarger countries, especially if they -
IC, 44

have a fedefal system and a lark Iereef decentralized decision-making.. It
will have appeared from the above, howe e , that. in spite-of attenptS at .

rational planning, different interest,gro ps have at critical times managed to
i.nfluence developnents morie than their r lative sizes would give rise, to aisume.

An explosion in international conta ts and international communication, and
,

the technology to record and. transmit irnfges-and soUnd iimabercaus'ed a profound

change in the linguistic situation in Finland. 'From an essentially rural
. .

society in de pe;-iphery-of Europe with liMited contacts width 'the re,g of ;that.,
world, Finland has become a modern A relatively affluentsotiety (17th in

23 ,

terms Of national wealth according to Wel statistics) with lively coAtaets with
r

the outside world. The growing contacts have essentially meatithe irowing
influence of"Engl44r2".Q grtwing impact-of Anglo-America'n culturT1 models..
This trenecas been so distinct that at present, and more so in tthe future, the
linguistic sitbatiod in Finland is such that most Finnish-speaking peopWare
more comfortable in using,Epglish rather than Swedish and most Swedish-speaking .

Finns will be trilingual with a good command of both Fintlish and English.
Whether one likes it or not, Swedish is fighting'for its position as a vital
a% viable language in Finland, and German, Russian and French'a're, gtri with
an official support of the governinent,, similarly working hard to carve a iiiche
in the language teaching program.and will have,a hard ti4 doing so..

96
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APPENDIX

TABLE 1 . Number of Lessons per Week Devoted to Mother Tongue and Foreign
Language Teaching inthe Secondary School in Finland

Year when
curri cul um Type of Number of classes per week

was schc6l Language (by grade)
introduced

1873

1883
0

1891A

1893

0

!

I

1

...

1901

1903

1 -2 3 4

Cl assical Mother tongu e ''' 2 2 2 1

Gymna si Uin
Latin 7 7 7 7

Ru ssian 3 3 33
Other national
language - 3 3 2

German - -, 3

Total 28 28 28 28

6R eai " Muth" ttngu e 4 2 2 2

4 Gymnasium '
Other national
language 8 4 4 4

Russian - 1/2 3 3

. German - 4/5
,

4 3

French _ - - -
Engl ish - -
Total 30 30 30 30

"Real " Mother tongue 4 3 2 2

Gymnasium

Cl assi cal Mother tongue 4 3 2 2

Gymnasium
Other national
1 anguage 1.6 4 3- 2

Russian 4 3 3

German _ - 4 4

Engl i sh - -

1 French _ - 4 -,

Classical
and Real

Mother tongue 4 2 2 2

GymnasiuM

Classical
and Real

Mother tongue 3 3 2 2

Gymnasium

5

1

6

40

2

4 :
28

1

2

3

2

4

-
30

2

2

1 2 3 Total

1 1. 1 11

6 5 4 49

4 4 4 28

2 4 4 20

3 3 3 15

28 . 28 28 224

.._

1 1 1 14

\
2 Z 2 28

3 4 4 21/22-
__

1 1 1 16/17

4 2 . 2 12

2 2 2 6

30 30 30 240

2 2 2 19

2 1 2 1.8

2 1 1 38

3 4 4 37

3 '3 2 32

_ 2 2 4

5 4 5 14/16

2 2 2 18

18



Year when
curricul um Type of

was school
i ntroduced

Language
1

26

Number of cla sseS per week
(by grade)

2 fi 4 5 6 2 3 Total

1906 Classical
and Real
Gymnasium

Mother tongue

Other national
1 a nguage

Russian

G erm a n

French

4 2 2 2

5 4 3 2

4 4 4

4 4

1914 Classical
Gymnasium

Mother tongue 5 3 3 2

Other national
language 4

Russian

Lati n

Greek

Engli sh (o pt. ) 1

5 5

1914 Gymnasium
with

di fferent
1 i nes/
sides

Mother tongue

Other national
language

Russian

French

Engl i sh (o pt. )

5

4

3

5 4 4

1 . 1

1915 Gymnasium Mother tongue
.for girl s

4 3 3

1918 Classical
Gymnasium

Mother tongue 5

Other national
language

German

French/Russian

Latin
Engl ish ( pt .)

Oa

Oa

Oa Oa 1

1918 Gymnasium
for g irl s

Mother tongue

Other national
language

German

French/ Engl i sh

4

Oa

4 3

4

2

3

'4

2

4

3 3 3 2 3

2

1

2

5

4

1 1

2 2

3 3 3
3 3 3

4 .4 4

2 2

2 2 2

5 5 6

6 6 6'

4 4 4

1 1 1

2 2 2

2 2

5 6

4 4

1 1

3 3 3 3

2 3 3 3

3 4 3 3

4 4 4

6 6 6

1 .1 1

3 3 3 3

2 3 2 2

3 3 4 3 3--3 3 3 3

: 24

22

24

20

12

21

19
34

18

12

- 6

21

19

34

12

6

27

26

26

25

12

18

5

26

27

19



Year when
curriculum Type of ,

was . school Language
introduced

1941 GyMndtium Mother tongue
fot boys

Other national
and Coedu-
cational

language,

G nasium 1st foreign
language

Latin/2nd
foreign'

language

3rd foreign
language

1941 Ginnasium
fOr girls

Mother tongue

Other national
language

German

Englith

Number of classes per week
(by gtade)

2 3 Total1 2, 3 4 5 6 1

3 4 3 4 3

3 3 3 2 2

- 5 5 4

(language line),

5

4 3 4 3 2

4 2 , 2 2 2

3 3 4 ,

5 2 3

Latin/ (language line)
French

3 3 27

2 2 21

4 4 29

6 15

2 3 8

3 3 27

2 2 21

4 . .30'

3 3 19

4 4' 12

6 1948 Coeduca-, Mother tongue
'tional

Other national
Gymnasium

language
and

Gymnasium 1st foreign
for boyt language

Latin/2nd.
foreign

4

4

-

3

3

5 5

3

=4

language -

3rd.foreign.
language -

Masic/English
(opt.)

Total

IOW IOW OD

32. 32 6 1fi

3 3 27.

3 3 3 28

4 3 28

.5 5 5 15

3 3 3 9

2 2 2 6

35 35 35 276

1948t Gymnasium Mother tongue
for girls

3 3 3 27
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Diver Secondary School
(years 10; 11, 12)

Year when
curricul um

was
i ntroduced

1969

1975

(10-day
schedul e)

Language
Numbe

1

f classes per week
(by grade)

2 . 3

Mother tongue r'

Other national language

.1s1 foreign language

3 3

3

3

'3

(Engl ishiGerma n/Ru ssi an) 4 4 4

2nd foreign language
(Engl i sh/French/German/
Russian) 4

3rd foreign language
L tingngl i sh/German;
anguage line only) 5 5 5

Mother tongue (optional
specral course) 1 1 2

Total 34/38 34/38 34/38

Mother tongue 5 6 6

Other national language

1st foreign language (a)

5

7

5

6

5

6

2nd foreign language (b) 7 6 7

3rd foreign language (c) 7 6 7

Minimum number of lessons 55 55 55

Maximum number of lessons 64 64 64

(a) First foreign language: English, French, German or RusFlan. If the
students have studied the other national language (Swediih). from grade
3 in the comprehensive school and the first foreign languale from grade
7, they may have 10 periods of first foreign language during grade 6 as,
a separate group but are taught in grades 7 and 8 together with those
students who started the first foreign language in grade 3 of the com-
prehensive school.

(b) Second foreign language: Engl i sh; French, German or Russian . If thei

students have studied this language as an optional sUbject in grade r
of the comprehenilve school (or in the lower secondary ichool), they may
have 6 periods during the first year, 5 'lessons dur:ing the second year
of the upper secondary school. During the final year they, are to be
taught together with those students who started the second foreign lan-
guage onl-y in the Lipppr 'secondary school.

(c) Third foreign language: English, Latin, German or Russian. If Latin is.

taught, the National Board of General Education may give permission to 4

teac`h it 8 - 9 - 8 periods in the upper secondary schobl. ,When the same
foreign language is started as the second and third foreign language -In
the upper secondary school, the students are to be taught together.
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TABLE 2. Number of Lessons per Week Devoted to Mother Tongue Teaching in the
Compulsory School in Finland (Comprehensive School)

'Year when

curriculum
was

i ntroduced

969

1975

,

4
Language Number of classes per week

* (by grade)

1 ,3 4 5 6 7 8 9

,

1 tóher tongue
.

8 8 4 T.; .4 6 5 2 3 2.5

First L2 _ -2 2 2 3 2,.5 2.5 2.5

Second L2 (a) - - -, ... _ - 2 2/ 1.5/

4.5 4

Third L2 (opt.) - _ ...

.
- . 2 2

Total 21 21 25 25 28 28 25 25 25

Mother tongue 8 8 5 5 5 3 3 3

First L2' - 2 2 2 2 -2 3 3

Second L2 - - _ ..

.
-

Third L
2

(opt. ) - ; - - - 2 2'

Total 21 21 25 25 26 26 O 30 36

I.

(a) In the second L2 (14nguage which is not the student's mother tongue,

whether this is the "other national language" or a "foreign language")

there were two sets (streams): the short course had fewer periods than

the long course. Choice of the long course was necessary if the student

wished to continue studies in the upper secondary school or in certain
71

ltpes of the vocational secondary sector.
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Table 3. Size of Swedish speaking.population in Finland, 1610 -1979
(Source: Allardt & Starc15,'1981, p. 107)

Year Amber % of total population 'Source

1610 70.000 r 17.5 Estimate
.4. 1749 87.200 16,3

,

'7' Estimate

1815 160,000 14.6 Estimate

1880 294.900 14.3 Population register

1890 322.600 13,6 Ponulation register

1,900 349.700 12.9
. l'opulation register

1910 339.000 11.6 population regis.ter

1920 341..000 11.0 Population register

1930 342.900 10.1 Population register

1940 354.000 9.5 Population register

1950 348.300 8.6
,

Census

1960 330.500 7.4 Census

1970 303.400 6.6 . Census A
1979 301.554 6.3 Census



Table 4. BilingualisM as percentage of total population in the larnest citiesin Finland from 1900 to 1950 (Source: Allardt & Starck, vil,'n. 129)

Amon6 Finnish-
speaking Opu-
lation

1900

1910

1920

1930

1950

Among Swedish-
speaking popu-
lation

4

Helsinki Turku Viipuri Tampere Vaasa Ou u Pori

29.6 17.6 -8.5

26.1 14,7 7.7 .

33.7 19.9 12.0

34.4 21.0 10.9

32.8 19.0 2)

'\

1900 42.1

1910 50.1 53.5 72.8
19M 70.8 7 2 89.6
,1930 81.0 8 4 94,2
1950 82,8 83.5

Among total
population

1900 35.3 27.2 15.2
1910 35.0 23.4 12.6
1920 46.8 31.6 16.2
1930

4.944 32,2

1950 42.6 25.5

- 74
1) Information not available

6.0

6.2

8.6

9.2

9.6

1

N.A. N.A. N.A.1

22.5 h 8.0

32.2

37.1

35.1

66.1

73.9 28.1

81.8 51.3

89.2 56.9

93.3 59.5

9.4 14%4

10,0 N.A.

11.8 9.1

N.A. N.A.

69.4 77.1

81.o

95.4

_86.1

N.A.

93.3 91.2--

N.A. N A.A('N.A.

25.4 l'3.5)( 12;4

41.2112.6 ip.o

46.1 ,:j2.6 N.A.

44.9 f.6 .10.4

2) Ceded to the SoViet Union in 1945



Table 5. Percentage of Swedish-speaking population in Finland in 1950 and,
spread of bilingualism by type Ot community in those provinces whefle
there is Swedish-speaking ,populaiioK (Source: All..t & Starck, 1981,p.13

Whole counta

Cities

Smaller towns

Rural communities

Province of Uusimia 25.2 ,

(pouth-coast, around
Helsinki)

Cities 22.4

Smaller 'towns 12.9

Rural communities 32.8

Swedish-speaking as
percentage of total
population

Bilingupls as percentage of

Finnish-speaking Swedish-speaking
.populatir pOblatiop

8.6

13.0

4.7

7.3

Province of Turku an

jporf!(south-Weste

'coast)

Citles

Smaller townt

Rural communities

Province ofAhvornmaa
b 0

and

_

5:8

6.8

21.1

4.8

96.3 .

92,1

Rural communities 97.0

7.7 C45.8
19.9 70.

8.8 62.6

3.3 27.8

60:7

A

33.4 76.5-tt

59.6

12.5 42.0

7.0 64.9

15.5

15.4V.
3.4

75.6

84.3

54.1

39.4

10.3

73,1 24.5

73.0 7,9

Province of Vaasa 18.6

(western coast)

Cities 30.3

Smaller towns' .1.2

Rura4 crunittes 16.9.

6.0 23.3



Table 6: Percent .., of Swedishallikers marrying Finnt9h speakers'it-Helsinki

(Source: llardt & Starck, 1984 p, 264)

year 14omen Total

1926. 26.3 11.6 14.5

1932 29.5 25.8 27.7

4.t.6 38.4 42.2

1965: 65.5 53.3 f 60.3
0'

1970 53.1 . 47.7 53.5 .1!

1976 63.3 I5%.2 02,9

f".

Table 7. Marriages in Helsinki in 1976 in relation to hynothgtical random

choice of spouse(Sourde;Allardt & Starck, 1981, p. 265)

-

Husbpd's.language .Wife's language Real number (1) Upected number (2) Ratio(1:

. .
Finnish

Finnish

4edish

Swedish

Total

/*Finnish "°'' 2.968

95.

166

77

3.306

2.904

15

230

13

3.306

,
1.02 '

0.61)

0.72

5.92

Swedish

Finnish

Swedish

,,
,



Table 8. Home language by type of family in an inr iew Study among Swedish- p

NpuUlation in Wsinki ($outce; Allardt arck, 1981, n.. 266)

Home language Monolingual
family

4

Bilingual family

Only Swedish ,10% 12%

Mostly_Swedish 5% 6%

Swedish and Finnish
equally often 2% , 16%

Mostly Finnish- 1% 19%

Only. Finnish 1% 46%

N6'answer, some
other languAge 1% 1%

Total 100% 100%

(394) (181)

,100%

(575)

.Table 9. Children's,school language by type pf family in an interview study aiiionn

Swedishr,speaking ponulatir in Hels'

.1981, 0. 270)

77 (Source: Allardt &*$ arck,

nguage,of instruction

in the scho 1

Monolingual
Swedish family

*Bilinlual family All familiei

Swedish 91%t, 40% '76%"

Finnish 4% 52%
log6

Both Swedish and.
.

Finnish 5% 8% 6%

Total 100% 100%- 100%

(287) (116) (40)
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Table 1/0. Language use natterns in Finla0 a nationwide survey study jn 1978

(Source: Allardt & Starck, 1981, p. 114)

Criterion

Mother tongue

Main language ,

Langodb used as a child in
talking to mother

Language used as-a child in
talking to father .

LAguage preferred When
.

taking.to a doctor

, School language

Language at place of work %V Language group one considers
oneself to belong

Finnish Swedish Other tan4t say Total

93.7%

93.9%

6:3%

5,8%

' 0.1%

0.1%

y

0.0%

0.1%

100.1%

99.9%

93,3% 6,1% 0 6% 100,0%.

.

92,5% 6,8% 0.7%-% - 100,0%

94.2% 5,3% 0.4% 0,1% 100.0% ,

4162,2% ' 6.0% 1.8% 100.0%

94,5%% 4% 0,7% .. 100.0% \

932% 5 9% 0,5% (1,!% 100.0%

`,411

rat:\

a
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Tablell. Use of Finnish and Swedish in different contexts among the Swedish-speaking

population in Helsinki and Vaasa iO977 (Source: Allardt &-Starck,1981,

p. 138-39)

InStitutional

Domain

Helsinki(912) .V a a,s a (7R)

Only Only Other

Swpdish p!th Finnish reponse
/2

1. School4language

2. Childhood language

3. Home language during
school age

,.

4. Home language during
later teens

5. Current home language

6. Language used with
childhood friends

7 Language used-with*
former schoOlmates

8. Language of n41hgbor
hood in childhood

9.'Language of neighborr'
hood in school-age

10. Language of area ftlxn
which spouse choten'

11. Language of theater

12.,Language used with
friendSin later
teens_i

13. Languagi used with
one's boss

14. Language used with
insurance tomPany

15. Language of neighbor-
hood in later teens.

88 8 3

lp 2

86 12 1

84 14 11

69 17 11

59 33 7

55 43 2

43.4 , 42 10

41. 22 ( 13

45 49 6

41

37 59 2

37 27-: 27

,-
35 16 23

32 61 5

!

- 2,
g

0,

24

nnly 001 Other

Swediih Both Finnish response
-e= ., n -'' 14 (7,

93 4 2 1 -

§0 8 1 0

9n 1 0

88 9 1

-

82. 10.

22 '6

69 29 3

66 28 6

64 31 4

52 20. 5 22'

6 67 19 3 10

1 .60 36 3 3

9 .- 13 14

.26 64
es-

. .2

16. Language of books read27. 40 3 29

17..., Language used with a
.73

1

friends

18. Language used with 18 56

others at place
of work

19. Language used-in 15 38,,, 45'

grocery store-,
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Table12. Perceritage of students studying various languages as the first foreign'

language'in the secondary schopl (from grade 2, acre 12+) in Finland
+);

Year English German French Latin Russian Total number of student's .

1962 56.9 42 6' 0.1 9 0.3 0.1 194.n93

1965 60,3

1970 78.9

1971 82. (

1972 85.11

1973 88.7

1974 90.7

33. 0.2 0.7

20.2 0.2 0.5

16.6 0.2 -.. 0.5

13.2 0.2 0.4
v

10.3 0 2 0.5

3.4 0.2 , 0.4

0.2 214.039.

0.2 d 267.956

0.2 f 278.557

0.3 277.376

0.3 261.534

0.3 .210.406

Armr
+) Note: Since 1972 theAsecondarv school was phased out and a comprehensive

school was'introduced,

i`Table.13:'Percentages. of 'siudentsstudyihgTvarious lan"guageS as theirsecond,
third or. fourth foreign language in the upper secondary School (age
15 - 18) in Finland+

Year English 'German

1962 59 87

1965 °52 65

1970 37 .33

1971 d3 76)

1972 27 . 75

1973 21 77

1974 15 77

French qtin Russian Greek Spanish Italy Hebrew Total

N

45 24 1 ,.,43.911

17 23 2 58.494

v 14 5 78.041

18

18 11 5 83.578

9 7 88.416

18 7 8 91.150

17 5 10 92:761.

v
+) Less than40.3% for all these languages

Note: The periebntages do hot add up to 100 for each year since students had to
.,,,. , .

.
start two,new languages When they entered the upper secondary school; for
inStance, German and Latin. p -, . .2

. , \
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Table14.. Percentage of students in the upper secondary school by type of language

Year English

1 2 or 3

German

1 2 or 3

French

1, 2 or 3

Russian

1 2 or 3

Latin

1 2 or 3

1975 88.8 11.0 10.4 80.4 0.2 183,ZO.2 10.7 0.4 4.4

1976 924 7.0 6.7 83.5 0.2 9.4 0.3 10.7 0.4 3.6

1977 94.8 4.8 4.4 85.9 0.2 19.9 0.4 10.8 ,0.4 2.8

Total numbe

of students

92.730

95.502

99.775

Note: 1 means that the language has been started as the first foreign language,
2 and 3 mean that the langue has been started as the second langUage or
the third language. The columns of"1"add up to 100% for each year. The
columns for "2 or 3" add up to more than 100% since students have to take

two new languages.Note also that Swedish has not been entered in the table
since all Finnish-speaking students have to study it.Asually it was intro....
Auced as the second language after English. 4

Table 15. Percentage of students taking taking the matriculation examination tests
in different languages either as an obligatory test (a) or voluritary
test (b) and combined a+b(c)

English German French _Latin Russian Others

Yearabcabca_bc abc abcc
1970 59 33 85 40 41 81 0.2 4.4 4.6 -0.8 6.2 7.0 0.1 1.0 -1.1 Less

than

1975 77 17 94 21 50 71 0.2 8.6 8.8 0.7 3.1.3.8 0.2 3.0 3.2
0.2%

1976 84 12 96 15 51 66 0.2 9.1 9.3 0.5 3.1 3.6 0.2 6.0 6.2

1977 89 8 97 10 50 60 0.2 9.5 9.7 0.4 2.8 3.2 0.2 5.5 5.7

1978 93 5 98 7 53 60 0.210.710.9 0.4 1.6 2.0 0.2 6.0 6.2

. ?
Note: Swedish has not been entered into the table since all Finnish-speaking ,L'

students have to take an obligatory test in Swedish.

4
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TABLE 16.The comprehensive school students by the first and the

second foreign language in 1975-79 (in percentage of 4 total of
458,297 students.

First foreign language

1975

1976

1977

i978

1979

English

91.9

92.9

91.7

90.9

90.3

Swedish

2,7 .

2.2

3.1

3.6

4.0

Finnish

5.1P

4.6

/4.6

4.6

4.7

French

-

-

0.1

0.1

00

German

0.2

0.2

0.3
4-

0.5

0.6

Russian

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.3

, Second foreign language

,

English Swedish Finnish French German Russian

1975 11.3 . 87.5 \ 1.2 - - -

1976 8.1 90.9 1.0 - .
Iv

1977 6.5 92.7 0.8 - Y - -

1978 6.2 93.1 0.7 - - -

1979 6.8 92.5 0.7 -


